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Supporting landscaping professionals

With a passion for delivering excellent customer service and a desire to continually support 
and upskill the landscaping industry, the Talasey Group is proud to introduce the Talasey 
Training Academy.

The Academy offers informative and interactive courses that cover the installation of and how to get 
the most out of landscaping products in domestic applications, through a mix of knowledge based 
and hands-on learning.

With a long standing commitment to industry standards and best practice you can trust  
in the Talasey Group;
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for domestic landscaping projects 

Installation of porcelain paving  
materials for domestic applications
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for domestic applications

Installation of clay paving materials  
for domestic applications

Installation of artificial grass  
for domestic applications

Installation of resin bound aggregate 
systems for domestic applications

Booking and general information
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Landscaping Professionals

Talasey Group Room Hire Facilities 
and Team Building
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Courses:

Talasey Group is a member of the UK’s key trade associations

•  One of the UK’s leading  
independent suppliers of high  
quality, ethically sourced and  
CE marked landscaping products

•  Providing City & Guilds  
accredited training via the  
Talasey Training Academy

•  Proud to be the official training  
suppliers of the WorldSkills UK  
Landscape Gardening  
Team 2019 

•   Operating the ‘Talasey  
Landscaping Professionals’  
providing technical, sales  
and marketing support to members
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WHY TRAIN WITH TALASEY? 

WorldSkills UK Landscape Gardening Team 2019

We are proud to be the official Training Suppliers of the 
WorldSkills UK Landscape Gardening Team for 2019. The 

squad is being trained and assessed by WorldSkills UK Training 
Manager Simon Abbott here at the Talasey Training Academy. 

Simon has the task of taking the team through a full training period 
and the UK finals before selecting the final team that will head to Russia 

in 2019 to represent the UK! 

“It is great to be able to train and work with the team at the purpose built 
Talasey Training Academy (TTA). The facilities are modern, practical 

and spacious, simply excellent! Plus the team have exposure 
to a wealth of technical product knowledge and a variety of 

innovative landscaping materials. Working with TTA is a perfect 
fit with WorldSkills and is just what our team and the future 

generations of landscapers need!” 

Simon Abbott - WorldSKills UK Training 
Manager for Landscape Gardening

•  City & Guilds  
accredited training

•  A delivery team made of up of industry  
experts, who understand delegate needs  
and the daily challenges facing those  
in the landscaping sector

•  The latest landscaping, installation and 
product knowledge, giving you the chance 
to get to grips with new product innovations 
and stay ahead of the latest trends

•  Aftercare and ongoing  
technical advice, sales and  
marketing support through  
Talasey Landscaping  
Professionals

•  Enhanced credentials, employability  
and sales opportunities

•  Responsive training styles to ensure that  
your learning needs are met, whether  
you are new to the landscaping industry  
or a seasoned professional

Designed for everyone involved in the landscaping industry, from those installing  
products and designing landscapes, through to customer facing staff in the merchant  
world, our courses offer delegates:
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WHO SHOULD ATTEND? The courses give a 
dif ferent perspective 
and complement ful l 
t ime training and 
apprenticeships. 

C ome out fr om behind the counter and experience f irst hand how the pr oducts you sel l are instal led. Gaining a deeper understanding 
of the pr oblems your cust omers face onsite wil l enable you t o better respond t o their needs and maximise ful l pr oject sales.

Get your hands dirty 
and gain increased 
knowledge and 
conf idence in pr oduct 
instal lations t o ensure 
your designs are 
translated per fect ly in 
real ity, for t he del ight 
of your cl ients.

COLLEGE STUDENTS & APPRENTICES
Enhance your existing training and on the job 
experience with specific product focused 
learning, enabling you to demonstrate your 
commitment to prospective employers whilst 
utilising a large range of new and exciting 
landscaping products.

LANDSCAPERS & INSTALLERS
With a range of courses covering new and 
innovative landscaping materials, you can stay 
ahead of the game with hands-on experience 
of the latest products including Resin Bound 
Aggregate Systems, gain professional credentials 
and offer your customers more product choice 
and installation options. You will also have the 
opportunity to benefit from ongoing support 
through the Talasey Landscaping Professionals,  
see page 21 for details. 

The training is a great 
way t o bond wit h and 
support staf f. Talasey 
Training Academy of fers 
a way for landscape 
business owners t o upskil l 
t heir wor kforce wit hout 
having t o spend their own 
t ime training them.

The courses are delivered over 1 to 2 days incorporating a mix of theory and practical 
sessions. However depending on the delegates specific needs and experience we can flex 
the core courses to include less or more of each element and where more detail is necessary, 
expand over 3 to 4 days. 

BUILDERS MERCHANT CUSTOMER FACING STAFF 
Get to grips with what your customers do and the challenges they 
face on a daily basis through accredited professional development 
for you and your staff. The training will give customer facing staff 
the knowledge and confidence to ‘talk the landscaping talk’ with 
customers, by learning how to install the landscaping products you 
sell. Position your team as knowledgeable and trusted advisors, to 
improve customer service and sales. 

HOME OWNERS
Our short courses are perfect for 
home owners and DIYer’s, as they give 
delegates confidence and a good 
grounding in the installation techniques 
required to complete basic domestic 
landscaping projects.

Feel t he satisfaction of completing 
your own garden landscaping 
pr oject , using the practical ski l ls 
and knowledge gained on one of  
our engaging C ity & Guilds  
accredited courses.

DESIGNERS & LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS
Gain a fantastic insight into the world of installation 
and learn how your designs are brought to life, by 
getting hands-on with the practicalities of installation 
and its impact upon landscape design. All this whilst 
staying ahead of the industry, learning about the 
latest product innovations available to you and 
your profession. You will also have the opportunity to 
benefit from ongoing support through the Talasey 
Landscaping Professionals, see page 21 for details.



 

BASIC SITE SETTING OUT AND PREPARATION 
FOR DOMESTIC LANDSCAPING PROJECTS
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Course Ref: TTA/SO/18 
To book see page 20 

AIM
Gain basic knowledge and develop the necessary skills to set out landscaping features correctly,  
using boning rods, spirit levels and laser levels.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
1.  Be able to excavate safely and correctly to industry standards

2.  Be able to lead in and compact sub-bases according to industry specifications,  
tolerances and guidelines

3.  Be able to set levels and falls to industry specifications, tolerances and guidelines

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
1. Tie a string correctly - Delegates can set a string line correctly to instructions given

2.  Set out square 2x2 metres using 3.4.5 method - Delegates can demonstrate this with  
corners to 90 degrees

3. Set out a rectangle 1.2x5 metres - Delegates can demonstrate this with corners to 90 degrees

4.  Set a circle radius 1 metre - Delegates can demonstrate this using a string line trammel  
to specifications given

  5.  Set a curve - Delegates can make a trammel to specifications given and set out a curve

  6.  Set levels - Delegates can set gradient 1.40 in a straight line using either wooden or metal pegs 

  7.  Excavate to reduce levels - Delegates can excavate to correct depths as per industry standards

  8.  Use boning rods - Delegates can set levels correctly to specifications given, using boning rods

  9.  Use a spirit level - Delegates can set levels correctly to specifications given, using a straight edge 
and spirit level

10.  Correctly operate laser levels - Delegates can set levels using a laser safely and correctly,  
as per specifications given

11.  Lead in sub-base materials - Delegates can install a sub-base correctly with longitudinal gradient 
1.80 and cross fall 1.40

12.  Compact sub-base and laying course bed - Delegates can safely operate a plate compactor  
to specifications given

DURATION: 1 DAY

COURSE DESCRIPTION: This course is designed to give delegates the confidence and competence 
to set out and prepare domestic sites prior to landscaping installations.

Course Ref: TTA/SO/18



  

INSTALLATION OF PORCELAIN PAVING 
MATERIALS FOR DOMESTIC APPLICATIONS 
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Course Ref: TTA/PP/18
To book see page 20

  2.  Benefits of porcelain - Delegates understand the features and benefits of this product versus 
alternative products available e.g. ceramic paving

  3.  Manufacturing process - Delegates understand the manufacturing process in full, inclusive  
of what makes a quality product

  4. Sub-Bases - Delegates can install a sub-base correctly with longitudinal gradient 1:60 

  5.  Mortar base - Delegates can mix mortar, 4 sharp sand to 1 OPC, and lay a full bed correctly,  
to industry standards

  6.  Priming slurry - Delegates can apply priming slurry to manufacturers specifications and guidelines

  7.  Laying porcelain paving - Delegates can lay porcelain paving, demonstrating correct  
alignment and levels as per instruction given, to industry standards

  8.  Cutting - Delegates can demonstrate how to cut porcelain paving safely and correctly  
to industry standards

  9.  Jointing - Delegates can demonstrate how to joint, maintaining correct joint widths,  
to industry standards and manufacturers guidelines

10.  Maintenance - Delegates understand the maintenance involved with the product,  
including aftercare tips

AIM
Develop the necessary skills to install porcelain paving safely and correctly to specifications, tolerances 
and guidelines, as advised by the industry and manufacturers.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
1. Be able to install sub-bases to correct falls (1:60)

2. Be able to mix mortars correctly to manufacturers specifications and guidelines

3.  Be able to apply priming slurry safely and correctly to manufacturers specifications and guidelines

4.  Be able to lay porcelain paving safely and correctly to industry standards and  
manufacturers guidelines

5.  Be able to mark and cut porcelain paving safely and correctly to industry standards

6.  Be able to apply jointing methods safely and correctly to industry standards and  
manufacturers guidelines

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
1.  Introduction - Delegates understand the background of the product

DURATION: 1 DAY

COURSE DESCRIPTION: This course is designed to give delegates an understanding of the 
properties of porcelain as a domestic landscaping material and the confidence and competence 
to successfully install porcelain paving in domestic settings.

Course Ref: TTA/PP/18 
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Course Ref: TTA/SP/18 

AIM
Develop the necessary skills to install stone paving safely and correctly to specifications,  
tolerances and guidelines, as advised by the industry and manufacturers.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
1.  Be able to install sub-bases to correct falls (1:40 - 1:60)

2.  Be able to mix mortars correctly to manufacturers specifications and guidelines

3.  Be able to lay stone paving correctly and safely to industry standards  
and manufacturers guidelines

4.  Be able to mark and cut stone paving correctly and safely to industry standards

5.  Be able to apply jointing methods safely and correctly to industry standards and  
manufacturers guidelines

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
1.  Introduction - Delegates understand the basic geology of natural stone

2.  Benefits of natural stone - Delegates understand the features and benefits of this products versus 
alternative products available e.g. concrete paving

  3.  Manufacturing process - Delegates understand the quarrying and manufacturing process, 
inclusive of the common formats and what makes a quality product

  4. Common faults - Delegates understand the common faults associated with this product

  5. Sub-Bases - Delegates can install a sub-base correctly with longitudinal gradient 1:40 -1:60

  6.  Mortar base - Delegates can mix mortar, 4 sharp sand to 1 OPC, and lay a full bed correctly, 
ensuring industry standards are met

  7.  Lay stone paving - Delegates can lay stone paving following instructions given, to industry standards

  8.  Lay random pattern - Delegates can lay a random pattern to industry standards

  9.  Cut natural stone paving by machine - Delegates can mark and cut stone paving safely  
to the correct sizes as per instruction

10.  Jointing - Delegates can joint stone paving using jointing compound to industry standards  
and manufacturers guidelines, maintaining joint widths

11.  Maintenance - Delegates understand the maintenance involved with the product,  
including aftercare tips

Course Ref: TTA/SP/18
To book see page 20

INSTALLATION OF STONE PAVING MATERIALS  
FOR DOMESTIC APPLICATIONS

DURATION: 2 DAYS

COURSE DESCRIPTION: This course is designed to give delegates an understanding of the 
properties of natural stone as a domestic landscaping material and the confidence and 
competence to successfully install natural stone paving in domestic settings.
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AIM
Develop the necessary skills to install clay paving safely and correctly to specifications,  
tolerances and guidelines, as advised by the industry and manufacturers.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
1.  Be able to install sub-bases and edge restraints correctly to industry standards  

and manufacturers guidelines

2.  Be able to lay clay pavers safely and correctly to industry standards and manufacturers guidelines

3.  Be able to mark and cut clay pavers safely and correctly to industry standards

4.  Be able to apply jointing methods (flexible and rigid) safely and correctly to industry standards  
and manufacturers guidelines

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
1.  Introduction - Delegates understand the background of the product

2.  Benefits of clay pavers - Delegates understand the features and benefits of clay pavers  
versus alternative products available e.g. concrete pavers

3.  Manufacturing process - Delegates understand the quarrying and manufacturing process in full, 
inclusive of the common formats and what makes a quality product

  4.  Sub-Bases - Delegates can install a sub-base correctly with longitudinal gradient 1:60 

  5.  Sand specifications - Delegates understand sand specifications, including their strengths  
and weaknesses for bedding and jointing

  6.  Construction of adequate edge restraints, bedding and haunching - Delegates can create a 
solid edge restraint to avoid movement after installation

  7.  Lay screed bedding course - Delegates can set out the area for clay pavers to industry standards,  
to the correct depth 

  8.  Lay clay pavers - Delegates can recognise common patterns and can demonstrate how to install 
clay pavers in different patterns that are true to industry standards

  9.  Cut clay pavers with the use of machinery - Delegates can mark and cut clay pavers safely  
to specifications and tolerances given

10.  Joint widths and alignment - Delegates can achieve joint width as per instruction given,  
to industry standards

11.  Infill joints - Delegates can brush in kiln dried sand to manufacturers recommendations  
and guidelines, ensuring all joints are filled

12.  Compact clay pavers - Delegates can operate a plate compacter safely, to specifications given

13.  Maintenance - Delegates understand the maintenance involved  
with the product, including aftercare tips Course Ref: TTA/CP/18

To book see page 20

DURATION: 1 DAY

COURSE DESCRIPTION: This course is designed to give delegates an understanding of the 
properties of clay pavers as a domestic landscaping material and the confidence and 
competence to successfully install clay paving in domestic settings.

Course Ref: TTA/CP/18 

INSTALLATION OF CLAY PAVING MATERIALS 
FOR DOMESTIC APPLICATIONS



 

INSTALLATION OF ARTIFICIAL GRASS  
FOR DOMESTIC APPLICATIONS
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Course Ref: TTA/AG/18 
To book see page 20

AIM
Develop the necessary skills to install artificial grass safely and correctly to specifications,  
tolerances and guidelines, as advised by the industry and manufacturers.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
1.  Be able to install artificial grass sub-bases safely and correctly to industry standards 
2. Be able to install artificial grass safely and correctly to manufacturers standards

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
1. Introduction - Delegates understand the background of the product

2.  Benefits of artificial grass - Delegates understand the features and benefits of artificial grass 
compared with natural grass

3.  Manufacturing process - Delegates understand the manufacturing process in full, and are able to 
determine what makes a quality product

4.  Common faults - Delegates understand the common faults associated with this product

5.  Site preparation - Delegates understand how to assess and prepare the site to industry standards

6.  Sub-Base installation - Delegates can install the sub-base and edging (if necessary) safely and 
correctly, to industry standards

7.  Install and fix - Delegates can install artificial grass to manufacturers standards, which includes 
cutting, joining and fixing

8.  Maintenance - Delegates understand the maintenance involved with artificial grass, including 
aftercare tips

DURATION: 1 DAY

COURSE DESCRIPTION: This course is designed to give delegates an understanding of the 
properties of artificial grass as a domestic landscaping material and the confidence and 
competence to successfully install artificial grass in domestic settings.

Course Ref: TTA/AG/18 
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Course Ref: TTA/RB/18 
To book see page 20

AIM
Develop the necessary skills to install resin safely and correctly to specifications, tolerances  
and guidelines, as advised by the industry and manufacturers.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
1. Be able to mix resin bound aggregates safely and correctly, following manufacturers guidelines 

2.  Be able to install resin bound surfaces safely and correctly to industry standards  
and manufacturers guidelines

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
1. Introduction - Delegates understand the background of the product

2.  Benefits of resin bound aggregate systems - Delegates understand the features  
and benefits of this product versus alternative products available e.g. resin bonded  
aggregate systems  

3.  Manufacturing process - Delegates understand the manufacturing process,  
and are able to determine what makes a quality product

4.  Set levels - Delegates can assess suitability of existing sub-bases, or prepare new, to industry 
standards and manufacturers guidelines 

5.  Site preparation - Delegates understand how to assess and prepare a site to industry standards

6.  Mixing - Delegates understand the purpose of each component needed for the installation,  
and can demonstrate mixing the components safely, using a forced action mixer

7.  Install - Delegates can install resin bound aggregate systems to the correct level, depth  
and finish as per industry standards and manufacturers guidelines 

8.  Clean tools and equipment - Delegates understand the importance  
of keeping tools clean throughout the process, and can demonstrate the best techniques

9.  Maintenance - Delegates understand the maintenance involved with the product,  
including aftercare tips

INSTALLATION OF RESIN BOUND AGGREGATE 
SYSTEMS FOR DOMESTIC APPLICATIONS 

DURATION: 1 DAY

COURSE DESCRIPTION: This course is designed to give delegates an understanding of the 
properties of resin bound aggregate systems as a domestic landscaping material and the 
confidence and competence to successfully install resin bound aggregate systems in  
domestic settings.

Course Ref: TTA/RB/18 
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Calling all landscapers and designers!
Discover a whole new world of support and opportunity with 
membership to the Talasey Landscaping Professionals! 

Membership gives you access to:
•  Online advertising and promotion via the Talasey Group  

product brand websites and social media platforms

•  Product samples and marketing materials

•  Branded work wear and promotional items

•  Technical support and access to a  
dedicated Regional Sales Manager

•  Entry into our annual awards

TALASEY 
LANDSCAPING 
PROFESSIONALS

Talasey Landscaping Professionals  21

BOOKINGS
For timetables and course registration please  
visit www.talaseytrainingacademy.co.uk  
call 0330 353 0208 or email us at  
training@talasey.co.uk

PRICING 
For full pricing information and details of  
group discounts please contact the Training 
Academy on 0330 353 0208 or email  
training@talasey.co.uk

CANCELLATIONS 
Please refer to our website for our cancellation 
policy and full terms and conditions of sale  
www.talaseytrainingacademy.co.uk 

PRIVACY
Please refer to our website for a copy of our  
privacy policy and information about how  
your data is handled  
www.talaseytrainingacademy.co.uk 

ON THE DAY
Joining instructions will be sent to you in advance 
of the training. You should wear clothes suitable 
for building work and protective footwear. Gloves 
and eye protection will be provided free of 
charge, on the day.

BOOKING & GENERAL 
INFORMATION
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TALASEY GROUP PRODUCTS

High quality artificial grass  
products with an extensive 
range of installation and  
cleaning accessories.  
www.luxigraze.co.uk

Talasey Group Products  23

The Talasey Group is one of the UK’s leading independent suppliers of landscaping solutions 
and brings together a diverse and high quality range of products, providing designers, 
landscape architects, installers and home owners with a one stop shop from which to create 
inspired outdoor living spaces. 

Future courses
The Talasey Training Academy is constantly 

developing new programmes, please keep 
checking our website for the latest courses!  

www.talaseytrainingacademy.co.uk 

PLEASE NOTE: 
The practical elements of the courses involve some physical work and are conducted in outside training bays, which are undercover.  
Full terms and conditions of sale and operating policies with respect to attendance at the Talasey Training Academy are set by Talasey Ltd  
and are available at www.talaseytrainingacademy.co.uk

Italian vitrified  
porcelain paving. 
www.vitripiazza.co.uk

Dutch cosmopolitan 
handmade clay  
pavers and bricks.  
www.baksteen.co.uk

A resin bound  
aggregate system  
with a complementary  
range of installation 
accessories. 
www.resiscape.co.uk

Landscaping installation, 
maintenance and  
cleaning products.  
www.pavetuf.co.uk

BE OUR GUEST….
We have a range of meeting rooms available 
for hire, that cater for up to 40 people and can 
be styled to suit the purpose of the meeting 
including theatre, classroom and boardroom.

With well equipped rooms, a large car park 
and excellent catering partners, we offer the 
perfect environment for offsite team and 
corporate meetings.

LET US ENTERTAIN YOU…. 
Through our training facility we offer practical 
and hands-on team building experiences, 
with a difference. Not only will delegates have 
the opportunity to bond with colleagues whilst 
engaging in a new experience, but will leave 
with practical landscaping skills and City & 
Guilds accredited learning. 

The team building sessions are based on our 
Training Academy Courses and will teach 
delegates the basics of how to work with 
different landscaping materials for domestic 
purposes. Choose from installing:

• Porcelain paving  • Clay paving

• Stone paving  • Artificial grass

• Resin bound aggregates

WHERE?
The Talasey Training Academy is located in 
Sandtoft DN8 5SX, close to Doncaster and  
has excellent road links to a range of 
motorway networks including the M180,  
M18, M62, M1 and A1.

HOW?
Contact us to discuss your requirements  
and we will create the perfect package  
to suit your company needs.

Call 0330 353 0208 or email  
training@talasey.co.uk

ROOM HIRE FACILITIES & TEAM BUILDING DAYS 

Talasey Group and Talasey Training Academy are trading names of 
Talasey Ltd. Talasey House, Belton Road, Sandtoft, Doncaster, DN8 5SX

The very best natural stone 
landscaping materials  
from across the world.  
www.naturalpaving.co.uk

Prospectus designed by Punch Creative, Leeds - www.punch-creative.co.uk 

All images and content contained within this prospectus are the copyright of Talasey Ltd 2018. Unauthorised 
reproduction of any image or content is forbidden unless prior permission has been granted by Talasey Ltd. Information 
is considered accurate at the time of printing and Talasey Ltd cannot be held responsible for any errors or omissions. 
Talasey Ltd reserve the right to change course content and product specifications without prior notice.  
Full terms and conditions are available on our website www.talaseytrainingacademy.co.uk
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